From MTR Sai Ying Pun Station, Exit C (Bonham Road):
Walk along Bonham Road. You will see Circle K, BEA, and later McDonald's, 7-Eleven and Mannings on your right. You will then see King's College on your right, and St Clare's Primary School on your left. Go straight on until you see the East Gate of HKU on your left, and St Paul's College on your right. Enter HKU through the East Gate, walk up the stairs to the Lift Lobby. Take the lift to G/F, turn right and you will see Knowles Building on your right. (Please refer to next page) When you reach Knowles Building, turn left to a corridor which lead to Mong Kwok Ping Garden. Walk across the garden and you will see HSBC at the top of the staircase. Rayson Huang Theatre is next to HSBC.